My Dream of Heaven II
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I went to bed angry furious at God telling him you are never going to return. I told him to just simply
blot me out and that I did not want any kind of reward from him. I was so angry I just went straight to
bed after spending some time watching you tube videos. I told God do not give me a dream.
So, the dream started with me walking out of my dad’s shop. There were massive clouds and some sort
of small sun or moon within them. They were just at the boarders of the fence but billowing black, rust
color, and brown clouds. I then was taken to a building that was old and dirty. There were poisons in
them that needed to be cleansed. I was then taken around other buildings and they were also dirty. I
was shown a wrecking yard and you could get parts real cheap to just about any car you wanted it was
so full. In the dream I could sense that everything had a solution and everything could be repaired.
There was some sort of container with chemical in it. So, I pushed through the dirty chemical and water
mixed in with it from below. Water and chemical started to come out of the container and I ran from it.
In the dream I could tell it was some sort of cleaner. I ran through several doors and to another door
which seemed to be a way out but I didn’t expect it to be a way out. Next, I walked through the door
into a music store. It was all my old favorite music but I could tell the demons had been cleansed from
the music. Everything was like a dollar and I wondered how he could stay in business but there were
others shopping there too. I was then taken to a store. I remember buying a Coke and there was a very
small button on the wall with a drink enhancer. I pushed the button and this flavored drink enhancer
was pouring into my drink and I held it there for about three minutes. It filled but never overflowed. In
the dream I still had my pension which wasn’t much and while everything had a price, I could easily
afford it. Somehow, I felt everything happened at midnight and everything went into Jesus’ hands and
the whole world was clean and renewed. Next, I went into like this small motel and I could order like all
I wanted for just a dollar. I ordered breakfast and it was only a dollar and I waited for the food to come.
In the dream I could see people had jobs but they were easy and everyone had an income. The way I
saw it the price of inflation went way down and people could afford to live. There wasn’t any gold or
rich cars and people weren’t every where but given plenty of space so we weren’t all crammed into
these tiny little cities. Everything in the dream was great and blessed by God. Just like my first dream of
heaven things everything had a price but it was all affordable and everything could be repaired that was
broken.

